VIDEO DECK SYNCHRONIZER

MODEL WV-1000-8
SERIAL #001

DESCRIPTION:

Designed for multi monitor, and video wall installations, the synchronizer will operate from 2, to 8 Sony 2000 or 5000 series video decks in synch. The WV-1000-8 operates the decks by controlling rewind, play, and pause functions of the decks. It repeat plays a programmed length of tape (presettable from 1 to 999 minutes) by pausing all decks on a 1kHz tone burst near the head of each tape, and then initiating play on all decks simultaneously. After the preset time interval, all decks rewind, re-cue to the tones, and continue to repeat play.

FRONT PANEL:

REWIND BUTTON. Forces all decks into rewind, and resets timer. Flashing yellow LED indicates decks are in timed play mode.

Timer thumbwheels. Preset the program length from 1 to 999 minutes.

Power switch.

REAR PANEL:

POWER INPUT CONNECTOR and CIRCUIT BREAKER.

SONY 20 PIN REMOTE CONNECTORS. Each unit comes with 6ft. control cables, which connect from the unit to each deck, like an edit controller.

* RCA JACKS. Audio input from each deck, only one channel of audio is needed per deck. 6 ft. audio cables provided.

DISABLE SWITCHES. Unused channels can be disabled by setting these switches OFF (down).

115/230 Voltage select switch for US/FOREIGN voltages.

* PROLEM HAS A MONO AUDIO ON BOTH CHANNELS